India Tourism was participating in FITUR 2015 with 19 co-participants, held in Madrid, Spain, from 28 January to 01 February, 2015. The Ambassador of India to Spain, Mr. Vikram Misri, inaugurated the India Stand at FITUR 2015. After the inauguration he took a round, visiting and meeting various Indian tour operators and exhibitors at the India Stand. He also attended the inauguration of the Goa Stand along with the Hon’ble Minister of Tourism, Government of Goa. Kerala Tourism was participating with a Kerala Tourism Stand at FITUR 2015. Apart from these, about 15 Indian tourism companies/tour operators were participating in FITUR 2015.

FITUR was a global meeting point for tourism professionals and the leading trade fair for inbound and outbound Ibero-American markets. FITUR provided an opportunity to obtain all specialized trade information concerning the tourist market over a period of just 5 days and at a single venue. The trade fair also provided an opportunity of attending congresses, seminars and parallel events.

Please visit ́Photo Gallery´ for photographs of the India Pavilion at FITUR 2015.